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London, 20 [uly - Several members of the Chinese table tennis
team were admitted to an isolation ward at the Olympic Village
in east London last night following reports that a deadly new
form of influenza has broken out among athletes attending the
30 th International Olympiad.

The decision to quarantine the athletes, who include the Chinese
women 's team coach Deng Yaping, was taken by senior Depart
ment of Health officials following consultation with the World
Health Organisation's rapid influenza response team and the
International Olympic Committee late yesterday afternoon.

It is understood that Yaping, a five-times Olympic gold medal
list, is in 'criticai condition' with pneumonia and is receiving oxygen
via a ventilator. Three other membersof the Chinese women's table
tennis team with whom she had been sharing an apartment in
the Olympic Village are also reportedly running high temperatures
and having difficulty breathing.

Professor Lindsey Davies, national director of pandemie influenza
preparedness, said the athletes were being quarantined at the vil
lage's medical centre as a 'precaution' and there was presently no
cause for alarm. However, because of the risk of human-to-human
transmission the WHO had announced a 'phase four' international
alert and the UKhad raised its alert status to level two.

'If the athletes' condition worsens we may have to move them
to a better-equipped hospital but for the time being we think it
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better to try to treat them on site,' said Professor Davies. She
added that at present there were no plans to extend the quaron
tine to the rest of the Olympic site.

It is understood that immediately prior to arriving at the Olympic
Village Yapinghad been visiting her family in Zhengzhou, the copital
of Henan province, an area ofChina where bird flu is endemie. Blood
sampIes from Yaping and the other athletes were forwarded to the
National Institute for Medicol Research (NIMR) in Mill Hili for ana
lysis last night. However, medicol sources said that initial reagent
tests conducted by the WHO's rapid response team suggested tHe
virus was not H5N1 avian influenza but an 'H2' - a type of human
influenza virus that last triggered a pandemie in 1957.

Dr Alan Hay, the director of the World Influenza Centre at the
NIMR, was not available for comment. However, Professor john
Oxford, a leading virologist at Queen Mary's Medicol College,
Iondon. said that if it was an H2 that could be 'very bad news
indeed' as the virus stopped circulating in 1968 meaning that only
those aged 42 and over would now possess antibodies to it.

'It's possible we've all had our eyes on the wrong tarqet,' said
Oxford. 'We know that H2 viruses, unlike H5N1 and other ovian
flu vituses, are copable of rapid human-to-human transmission.
My fear is that in a confined community like the Olympic Village
the virus could be amplified many times over.'

With 17,000 athletes from more than 200 countries due to arrive
at the Olympic Vil/age in Strotford this weekend ready for the
opening ceremony in seven days time the outbreak could not have
come at a worse time. London Resilience, the copital's emergency
response agency, plans to visit the site today to disinfect public
areas and check hygiene standards in the restaurants and bars in
the village's 'International Zone. ' Sebastian Coe, the chairman
of the London Organizing Committee, said officials would also
be distributing hand dispensers and disposable paper towels to
athletes and their families.
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'There is absolutely no need for pan ic, r he said. 'The games will
go on.'

The Department of Health said that at present there were no
plans for travel restrictions to and from the site. Instead, it would
be distributinq leaflets to households in Stratford emphasizing
personal hygiene measures, such as regular hand washing, and
advising people worried they might have flu to call the National
Flu Hotline.

'We will be issuing further information as soon as it becomes
available but for the moment it 's business as usual,' said Professor
Davies.

The above scenario is hypothetieal, a projeetion of how the
next influenza pandemie might start. Perhaps the pandemie
will eome in 2012, or perhaps it will happen sooner. ft may start
in China, as several experts have been predieting for some
years now, or perhaps the seat of the outbreak will be Bangla
desh. Perhaps the infeetion won't be introdueed to the Olympic
Village by a Chinese athlete but by a Bengali ehef working in
one of the eoneessions in the International Zone - or perhaps,
it will arrive in London's Doeklands via a banker or journalist
returning to Canary Wharf frorn an overseas assignment.
.Whatever the case, we eannot simply wish the next pandemie
away. As Britain's Ch ief Medieal Offieer Sir Liam Donaldson
told the BBC in an interview in 2005 a new pandemie is a
question of 'when, not if.' 'We ean't make this pandemie go
away, beeause it's a natural phenomenon, it will corne,' he
said. 'But what we ean do is limit its impaet.'217

Sir Liam's frankness provides a stark eontrast with the retieenee
of his predeeessor. In 1918, when eontemplating a similar pan
demie threat, Sir Arthur Newsholme opted to do very little,
leaving it to loeal medieal offieers to decide what adviee to give
the publie and how to go about treating people and disposing of
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the dead. Today, hardly a week passes without some announce
ment from the Department of Health or the Cabinet Offiee's
Civil ContingenciesSecretariat (CCS) updating the government's
'pandemic preparedness' plans. Thus we know that the govern
ment's contingency plans include the stockpiling of 14 million
doses of oseltamivir- enough to cover 25 per cent of the
British population - and 'sleeping contracts' for the fast-track
manufacture of 120 million doses of vaccine so that everyone in
Britain can receive at least two shots. As soon as the WHO
notifies world governments of c1ustering with limited human-to
human transmission - the trigger for a phase four alert - the
government wililaunch a major advertising campaign advising
that pandemic influenza could arrive in Britain within two to
four weeks and explaining how people should stockpile
supplies of food, water and vital medicines. Then, once the
virus reaches Britain and begins causing widespread morbidity
and death (UK alert level 4), the Chief Medieal Offieer will go
on TV to address the nation . This will be a critical moment.
Pandemie planners have identified communieations as the key
to the government's successful management of the pandemie:
if the CMO's tone is too shrill he risks panieking the nation;
if he is too relaxed people may not take the threat seriously
enough . The message he has rehearsed is that those who are iII
or fear they have the symptoms of flu should stay at home to
reduce the risk of spreading the virus, but there is no reason
why everyone else shouldn't travel to work as normal. The key
phrase will be 'business as usual.' The government's biggest
fear is not so much the initial wave of morbidity as the knock
on effects on the British economy. Pandemic models suggest
that if people can be made to feel safeabout travelling to work
then absenteeism can be kept to around 25 per cent. But if
people panie and stay at home absenteeism could reach 50 per
cent severely impacting everything from food deliveries to tele-
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communieations to the ability of utility companies to continue
generating electricity. 'There are lots of unknowns today,'
admits Professor Davies. 'We are very conscious of the fact that
the British economy is far more reliant on international trade
than it was in 1918. Everything is much more interconnected
and interdependent.F'"

A softly spoken woman with short blonde hair and glasses,
Davies got the call to become national director of pandemie
planning in 2006. A qualified doctor, Davies had previously held
senior health posts in Derby and Nottingham and been regional
director for public health for the Midlands. But though Davies
was used to planning for disease disasters such as SARs, until
2006 she'd never considered how the National Health Service
might respond to are-run of 1918. Today, having spent two
years talking to experts about everything from the provision
of face masks to equipping hospitals with sufficient ventilators
and oxygen, both she and the government are much better
prepared. Nevertheless, Davies is the first to admit that in the
event of a pandemic - especially one with an attack rate higher
than 40 per cent - the NHS could be rapidly overwhelmed.

'There's no point in pretending that we'lI be able to cope in
the normal way. There will be a lot of people being cared for in
the community with severe symptoms that doctors are not
used to dealing with.'

The problem is although Britain has many more doctors and
nurses than it did in 1918 and more intensive care units, it also
hasa far larger population (approximately 60 million versus 34m
in 1918) with far higher expectationsabout the quality of medical
care it is entitled to receive. If just a quarter of the British popu
lation were to fall ill - the same number who were affected in
1918 - some 15 million people might seek advice and/or treat
ment. In theory, says the Royal College of General Practitioners,
consultations would jump from an average of 30 per week per
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100,000 patients to between 5,000 to 10,000 a week, over
whelming the capacity of the typieal Primary Care Trust. As the
college's chairman Nigel Mathers told a house of lords select
committee looking into the government's pandemie planning
in 2005, 'Our surge capacity would not be able to co pe
with demand like that and we would need some alternative
provision .S'?

The impact on hospitals is even more critical. Should ten per
cent of the affected population develop pneumonia or an
ARDS-Iike illness then potentially 1.5 million people might be
in need of intensive hospital care and ventilators. But at
present England has just 110,000 acute hospital beds and a
further 1,800 intensive care beds. Of course, not every part of
the country or every hospital would be affected equally
severely or at the same time - as in 1918, the ep idemie waves
might peak sooner in London than in Manchester.

In 2005 the Intensive Care Society used 'Flusurge' software to
calculate the impact a pandemie might have on the demand for
hospitalbeds. The calculations make sobering reading . In an
eight-week ep idemie with a 25 per cent attack rate, the same as
in 1918, it calculated admissions to hosp itals would be running
at approximately 5,500 a day or 35,700 a week. At this level of
admissions, demand for critieal care beds would be 208 per cent
higher than the current capacity. As David Menon, Professor of
Anaesthesia at Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, and one of
the authors of the study told [o Revill, then Health Editor of the
Observer: 'To deal with that you would have to double our
capacity, whieh would be impossible .J22O

Davies is rather more optimistic about the NHS'sability to cope
with the elevated demand. One possibility being considered by
the department of health is to make oxygen ventilat ion available
in other parts of hospitals . Nevertheless, Davies admits that in a
very short time intensive care facilities would reach breaking
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point. The challenge then would be: 'Who are you going to
discharge? Are you going to give people three days and out?
Those are the very real decisions people are going to be faced
with .'221

But it is not only doctors and hospitals that would struggle
to cope. If 1918 is any guide, chemists would also come under
intense pressure. At the top of people's shopping lists will be
analgesics, antibiotics and antivirals. However, both oseltamivir
and zanamivir (Relenza) - another antiviral which like oseltamivir
targets the proteins on the surface of the virus - will be strictly
rationed. Courses will not be given prophylactically. Instead,
prescriptions will be reserved for those who exhibit symptoms
of flu in the hope that early treatment can reduce the risk of
severe complications. Priority will be given to children, the
elderly and key health personnel such as doctors, nurses and
ambulance workers. Health Protection Agency personnel and
other professionals involved in the front line of the emergency
response, such as policemen, firemen and coroner's staff, would
also get priority but, significantly, not their families. For .sorne
this could prove a problem.

'The current pandemic preparedness plan puts me in a
dilemma,' explains Richard [arvis, a Merseyside health pro
tection consultant and a member of the British Medical
Association's public health committee. 'Do I continue working
and try to manipulate the system to ensure that my family get
protection, or do I take myself out the frontline so that I do not
put myself at risk of exposure and of infecting my family?'222

The provision of sufficientsupplies of antivirals is critical to
the success of wh at Davies calls the government's strategy of
'defence in depth.' If the department of health can build up a
larger stock of antivirals then it will be in a much better pos
ition to reduce the incidence of severe complications and,
hence, the pressure on intensive care beds. And if it can build
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up a stockpile suffieient to cover half the population - the
current planning aim - then it would have the flexibility to
prescribe antivirals to every member of a household once one
person in that household falls i11. In theory this would result
in a double benefit: early treatment would enable people to
manufacture antibodies to the virus without becoming ill and
at the same time the prescription of antivirals would help
reduce people's anxieties about the pandemie.

However, it is the harder-to-prediet secondary consequences
of a pandemie that gives Davies sleepless nights. Britain today
is a very different country from 1918. In 1918 people d id not
expect handouts fram the state, nor did they receive them
- instead they relied on extended family networks, as weil as
churches, local community groups and charitable organ
izations . At the same time, there was a strong voluntarist ethie
running through society - women volunteered in their thou
sands for the Red Cross of joined land brigades to help farmers
get in the harvest. Nor in 1918 did Britons depend on super
markets and complex international supply chains for basie
foodstuffs such as grains, vegetables and fruit. With the excep
tion of wheat from America, the main source of carbohydrates
and vegetables were local farms and allotments, and while
meat and fish were often in short supply these too came from
local sourees. Today, however, supermarkets operate on the
'just-in-time' delivery principle meaning they only keep suf
ficient supplies on the shelves for three days. After that, the
stocks have to be replenished. But what if international cargo
flights are grounded, or the lorry drivers supermarkets rely on
to deliver fresh produce to their warehouses decide to stay at
home? Moreover, what if there are also high rates of absen
teeism among other key workers, such as power plant operators,
bank and telecommunications staff, or the police and fire ser
vices, as occurred in 1918? As supermarkets run out of food
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and water, ATMs run out of cash and fuel pumps run dry, will
people be content to stay at home and call the National Flu
Hotline for advice - as the government's current plan envis
ages - or will they panic? And what if people can't get access
to the hotline because the operators are all busy dealing with
other calls or ill themselves and bod ies start to pile up? Will
people be content to remain at home meekly listening to
government pronouncements or will they take the law into
their own hands?

A breakdown in law and order would have been unthinkable
in 1918. Yes, there were sporadic mutinies at army camps 
including in 1917 at Etapies - and there was also the threat of
strikes by shipyard workers in C1ydeside and the police force in
London, but these challenges to the state's authority were
driven by particular political and economic grievances and
were soon assuaged. On the major issue confronting the
nation, namely the war, British society was united. Besides, by
1918 Britons had grown used to the wartime privations and
expected little from the state and even less from the medical
profession. Today, society is far less resilient and far more indi
vidualistic, making a breakdown in law or order not only
possible but probable . Indeed, you could argue that this is the
real 'monster at the door.' In the event of a repeat of 1918, the
department of health calculates that anywhere from ten per
cent to half the UK population could fall ill over a fifteen-week
period . If the virus had the same attack rate and mortality rate
as 1918 (25 per cent and 2.5 per cent respectively), the deaths
would number 375,000. If the attack rate was double and
the mortality rate a lower 1.5 per cent, then the predicted
death toll would be even higher - 450,000. But the Armaged
don scenario is a 50 per cent attack rate and a 2.5 per cent
rnortality rate, an equation which produces a staggering
750,000 deaths.
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A key issue will be disposal of the dead. In 1918 bodies were
left in homes for up to two weeks as local authorities struggled
to find wood for coffins and people to dig graves.The pressure
today would be possibly even more intense. In the winter of
2007 the Cabinet Office's Civil Contingeneies Committee (CCC)
conducted a simulation exereise codenamed Winter Wil/ow to
test the country's preparedness for a pandemie. 223 The exer
eise involved some 5,000 emergency response staff across the
UK - everyone from ambulance drivers, to coroner's offieers to
local health visitors. The full findings have yet to be published
but ambulance drivers experienced a partieularly high work
load and struggled to answer call-outs. Another issue identified
by the CCC was the need to show 'respect and dignity' to
people of different faiths. In 1918 Britain was relatively horno
genous. Today, Britons live in a multicultural, multifaith
society. In the event of a pandemie, the voiees of some faiths
might prove louder than others, part icularly where their reli
gion dietates that the deceased should be buried within three
days. But in the event of a pandemie giving priority to one
group over another may result in accusations of favour itism,
particularly as the bodies begin to pile up and the demand for
burials sites becomes more urgent.

The authorities will also have to find a hygienie way to store
bodies until death certifieates can be issued, a requirement
under British law before burial can proceed (current plans
envisage the distribution of body bags and the erection of
temporary mortuaries) . One proposal is to bring doctors out
of retirement to help issue certifieates. The government is also
considering suspending the requirement for coroners to hold
inquests and increasing thecapaeity of crematoria. However,
at present cremation is an option taken up by just 30 per cent
of Britons and if the majority of families insist on burials rnor
tuary attendants and grave-diggers may find themselves
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unable to cope. Davies is reluctant to talk about the different
options under consideration but admits that it may be neces
sary to bury people in temporary graves, especially given the
Iikelihood that members of the samefamily, not of all of whom
will die at the same time, will want to be buried toqether;

'You would put people in individual graves and marked, but
not necessarily the one they would end up in. . lt's not nice
talking about but that's what you'd have to do.'

Another word that does not appear anywhere in the gov
ernment's plans is 'curfew.' Nor will you find any references to
police action or the possibility of 'martiallaw.' However, during
the lords select committee inquiry in 2005, a senior Metro
politan Police Authority planner revealed that police had
rehearsed the possibility of stationing officers at the doors of
surgeries and dinics in the event that people became frus
trated at rationing. And in its current plan the department of
health acknowledges that, in a worst case scenario, the need
to prioritize medicines 'could result in disturbances or threaten
a breakdown in public order.'224

'There is a risk of breakdown if everyone panics and they
think they must have their antiviral now, ' Davies acknow
ledges. 'Communications will playa key part in getting people
to understand what the stockpiles are for and who will get
them . We need to get people on side.'

But for all that it may be rational to rehearse for 28 Days
Later-style scenarios, there is also another side to the ledger,
namely that the medical profession is far better equipped to
deal with influenza and the complications of viral infections of
the respiratory tract that it was in 1918. Studiessuggest that if
antivirals are administered promptly (usually within one to two
daysof the onset of symptoms) they can reduce both the length
and severity of symptoms. Although for obvious reasons there
is no data on the efficacy of antivirals in a pandemie situation,
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the department of health estimates that they could lower attack
rates by up to a third . This would not only reduce the workload
on GPs and hospitals but, just as importantly, it could make a
critieal d ifference to levels of absenteeism. Another poss
ibility under consideration is immunization with 'mock-up'
vaccines. Here the idea is to use vaccines from non -pandemic
virus stra ins to trick a person's immune system into producing
antibodies until such time as specifie vaccines against the
pandemie strain become available - a process which typically
takes four to six months from the identifieation of the pandemie
virus. However, many scientists have reservations about 'mock
up ' vacc ines arguing that they are expensive and there is no
guarantee they will provide 'herd' immunity sufficient to protect
the population as a whole. Having said that, a specifie vaccine,
once it is ready, should g reatly reduce the morbidity and
mortality of the follow-on waves.225

The biggest reason for optimism, however, is antibioties. A
major, if not the major, cause of excess mortality in 1918 were
not the initial infections from the virus but the follow-on cases
of severe bronchopneumonia caused by secondary bacteria.
Although data from military and civilian hospitals produce
different percentages for the proportion of 'cyanosis' or ARDS
cases - wh at today we would characterize as primary viraemias
- and cases of severe bronchopneumonia triggered by secondary
bacteria, it seems reasonable to conclude that had doctors been
able to administer antibioties many patients would have sur
vived. Indeed, the authors of one recent analysis looking at the
potential global mortality from a 1918-style pandemie conclude:
'In middle-income and low-income settings, prompt access to
antibiotics could be the most affordable strategy that has the
largest effect on mortal ity.'226 The authors of another study point
to other advantages, such as the existence of hospital-based
intensive care and ventilatory support and the WHO's global
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influenza surveillance systemwhieh ought to give two to three
weeks forewarn ing of a pandemie (a capability that did not
exist in 1918).227 Indeed, during Winter Willow assumptions
about a warning period of several weeks were built into the
exercise.

But what if there is no warning and the virus arrives at the
Olympie Village in east London unheralded? At present Britain,
Iike other countries, assumes a pandemie will start outside its
borders, most Iikely as the result of a tourist or businessman
importing the virus from abroad. But as the recent progress of
H5N1 west across Europefrom the Uralsdemonstrates, bird flu
could just as easily be introduceddirectly to the UK by migra
tory birds. Indeed, the infection of poultry flocks in Turkey and
Romania in 2006 by wild geese returning to Africa from their
winter breeding groups in Siberia and China alerted European
veterinary officials to just how susceptible all countries are to
sudden outbreaks from animal reservoirs. Another way the
virus may gain entry is via commercial poultry movements. To
date just four birds in Britain have died of H5N1 as a result
of natural migrations - in April 2006 when a whooper swan
washed up dead at Cellardyke harbour in Scotland and in
[anuary 2008 when the carcasses of three wild mute swans
were discovered at the Abbotsbury Swannery in Dorset. By
contrast, there have been two c:ostly introductions of bird flu
by poultry processing companies: in February 2007 when
160,000 birds at a Bernard Mathews turkey farm in Suffolk had
to be destroyed following the accidental importation of H5N1
from one of the company's Hungarian subsidiaries, and in
November 2007 when the bird flu virus infected flocks at a
processing facility on the Norfolk-Suffolk border owned by
Redgrave Poultry (to contain the outbreak Defra erected
a two-mile protection zone around the farm and, as a pre
caution, culled 28,000 free-range turkeys at four nearby
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farms). Finally, there was the case of the parrot from Surinarn
that died in an Essex quarantine facility in Essex in October
2005, apparently after contracting H5N1 from a consignment
of finches frorn Taiwan.

Moreover, what if state-of-the-art medieal interventions fail
or do not deliver the expected reduct ions in morbidity and
absenteeism that planners are predieting? Once there is a
confirmed case of human-to-human transmission in Britain,
Davies says there would be little point in quarantine measures
such as closing borders or banning international air traffic as
studies show that even a 99.9 per cent restrietion in travel to
the UK would only delay the onset of a British epidemie wave
by two months . Besides, the disruption to trade would make
quarant ines economically unacceptable.

Internal travel restrictions, such as discouraging people from
taking trains or boarding buses, are also unlikely to be effective
as studies show that even a 60 per cent reduct ion in travel
results in only a small flattening of the profile of a pandemie.
Nor is the government proposing blanket bans on public gath
erings, such as sport ing fixtures, or universal school closures.
As in 1918, decisions about whether or not to close schools
will be left largely to local education authorities . This is not
because the department of health thinks such closures would
be ineffective - on the contrary arecent study found that
closing schools could reduce the cumulative number of flu
cases in the population by up to 17 per cent (this is because
some children are 'super-spreaders, ' shedding the virus in
large quantities and infecting adults while showing few or no
symptoms).228 Interestingly, the main reason is that the
government fears that if schools were to close prematurely
many mothers, including working mothers, would have no
choice but to stay at home to care for their children, resulting
in widespread disruption to industry. Instead, the current
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advice calls for local authorities to plan 'both for continuing to
operate and for possible dosures [my italics].'229

lsn't this a bit of a fudge? Not at all, replies Davies. 'If the flu
hasn't got to you do you have to dose schools? No. But if it's
in your community and people are very ill then, yes, it would
be sensible. What we wouldn't have is ablanket policy.'

Flexibility on school closures isn't the only measure with
echoes of 1918 . Whether intentional or not, 'business as usual '
sounds very much Iike Newsholme's invocation to 'carry on.'
Indeed, reading the government's recommendations on
'social distancing' and personal hygiene measures you cannot
help but be struckby how little has changed. In 1918 [arnes
Niven advised Mancunians that in the event they became ill
they should isolate themselves in aseparate room and 'in this
way the spread of the disease will be delayed .' In 2008 the
department of health writes that the sick should stay at home
in order to protect others and 'reduce the spread of infection.'
In 1918 Newsholme. advised people to avoid coughing and
sneezing in public and if they found it necessary to use a hand
kerchief to boil or burn it afterwards. In 2008, the department
advises people to cover their noses and mouths with a 'tissue'
before disposing of the said tissue by 'bagging and binning.'
The department also stresses the importance of dis infect
ing hard surfaces, regular hand-washing 'with soap and
warm water' and avoiding crowded gatherings, 'especially in
endosed spaces.' And just as in 1918 doctors debated the pros
and cons of face rnasks, so in 2008 the department of health
argues that 'wearing masks at all times is not practicable' and,
in any case, there is 'Iittle actual evidence of proportion
ate benefit from widespread use.' It condudes that while
face masks may be appropriate for doctors and nurses who
are exposed to infected patients, the government will 'not
be stockpiling face masks for general use,' though there is
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nothing to stop individuals from buying their own should they
so desire.

Depressingly, the one area where Davies foresees a need
for a significantly different approach to 1918 is on the level of
community action. In 1918, women spontaneously came to
each other's aid calling on neighbours to check if they needed
food and medicines and looking after their children if they
were unable to care for them. Today, Davies is hoping to foster
a similar community spirit by asking people to 'Be a flu friend'
and identify someone in their neighbourhood now who they
would look out for in the event of a pandemie. She has also
recruited the Women's Institute and the tissue manufacturer
Kleenex to help spread the word that people should usetissues
to stifle coughs and sneezes wherever possible - an initiative
known as the 'tissue mission.' The big fear of course is that as
with the run on the Northern Rock bank in 2007, in a crisis all
sense of community will evaporate and it will be every Briton
for him or herself. Does Davies fear for Britain in the event of a
pandemie or does she foresee a miraculous return of the 'Blitz
spirit'?

'Both,' she says after a pause. 'I hope that people will remain
sensible and calm and only ask for antivirals when they need
them but I th ink that the media are also going to be important
because they can encourage people to do the decent thing.'

***

Hypothetical scenarios areall very weil and good but what would
happen in the event of a real alert? One person who hasa good
idea is Petra Graf. An award-winning Swiss camerawoman based
in London, Graf is no stranger to life-threatening situations. Tra
velling the world's trouble spots shooting documentaries for the
BBC and Channel 4, Graf has braved mortar attacks in Iraq,
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filmed would-be Cuban assassins in Florida, and hung out
with teenage prostitutes on the streets of London. But Graf's
scariestassignment to date came in [une 2006 when WNET in
New York asked her to fly to Vietnam to make a documentary
about H5Nl . Like most people at the time Graf knew little
about the virus other than what she'd read in the newspapers.
Fortunately, her New York producer was better prepared and
had stocked up on Tamiflu and Relenza. He also brought face
masks, latex gloves, rubber boots and goggles for each member
of the team to wear whenever they were film ing on infectious
disease wards or in slaughterhouses. The producer was very
strict. 'He warned us not to take off our masks for any reason
as new human cases were being regularly reported around the
country,' Graf recalls.P?

During the three-week shoot, Graf travelled from the Red
River delta in the north to the Mekong Delta in the south
f ilming at chicken farms and poultry markets. Then, on the
final day she visited the Bach Mai hospital in Hanoi where Sy
Tuan, the young Vietnamese man who had lain mortally ill on
a ventilator the previous year, had returned for a check-up
with Dr Van. SyTuan had made a full recovery but during the
film ing of the interview Dr Van informed Graf that she had four
other cases of H5Nl and seven suspected cases on her ward.
However, wh at worried Graf even more was her visit to a
nearby slaughterhouse.

'We saw them cut the throat of a duck. The birds were on a
carousel hanging upside down and were still fluttering and
moving around while I was filming. I got splattered by some of
the birds' blood .'

On the last day of shooting - 24 [une - Graf began to feel
unwell, but th inking it was just a cold brought on by the
40° heat and all the moving around between air-conditioned
offices she decided she was fit enough to fly home. On the
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return flight to London, however, Graf started running a
temperature and coughing and by the time she reached her
flat in Hackney she was feeling seriously unwell. That after
noon she called the New York production offiee for adviee and
was told that in view of where she'd just been she should
consult her doctor. Alarmingly, Graf's GP had never heard
of Tamiflu. Nevertheless, she had the sense to call the local
hospital in Homerton for advice. According to Graf the hos
pital had no idea what to do either and told her doctor 'don't
come anywhere near us.' Instead, Graf was sent back to her
flat in Hackney and told to await further instructions .

The next few hours would provide the first and to date
only live test of the Department of Health's pandemie response
system.

'Within half an hour of arriving home I had one phone call
after another,' says Graf. 'I spoke to two or three different
doctors including people from the health department. They
told me I'm not allowed to speak to anybody and to wait at
home, someone would come up and pick me up. I waited and
waited for hours.'

Eventually, at around 2am Graf's doorbell rang and she
opened the door. Standing on her doorstep were two medics
wearing full biohazard suits. Ordering Graf to don a third
biohazard suit, they apologized for the delay - apparently it
had taken them some time to locate the key to the cupboard
where the suits were stored. In all, Graf had been kept waiting
for seven hours.

Graf was rushed by ambulance direct to the Royal Free
Hospital in Hampstead where she was wheeled into a special
containment unit via a side entrance. 'It was quite terrifying.
They told everyone to keep away frorn me.'

There, shespent the next three daysin isolation sleeping under
disposable paper sheets, wearing disposable paper gowns and
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being tended to by a steady stream of specialists. 'I wasn't
worried the first day but after the second day, with everyone
so careful and anxious, it began to occur to me that I might
really be infected with the virus.'

By now the Health Secretary Patricia Hewitt was receiving
regular updates and the media were camped outside the
hospital. Anyone wishing to vislt Graf had to pass through a
decontamination room. However, though the biosecurity around
Graf was tight no one had thought toextend the measures to
her flatmate who worked at the BBC and who had already visited
the corporation's offices at White City several times .

In the event, Graf's iIIness proved to be a false alarm. She had
an ordinary case of flu, not H5Nl, and on the fourth day, with
her temperature returning to normal, she was discharged. In
the end Graf hadn't even needed oseltamivir, just aspirin for
her fever.

Today, she says, the experience seems like a surreal night
mare. ' It was bad timing. I've done much more dangerous
things. I've been in Baghdad and God knows where. It was just
bad luck.'

Was she reassured by the authorities' response? 'To be
honest Iwas a bit surprised by how long it took for the medical
team to get to my house, and all because they couldn't find a
key to the cupboard where they keep the suits. Hopefully,
when there's a real pandemie they'lI be better prepared.'

It is hard not to share Graf's concerns. What if she had had
H5Nl and had infected her flatmate, and wh at if he had gone
on to infect the BBC? Within days the whole of the corporation
would have been down with flu and, given the BBC's key role
as a public broadcaster, the incident could have triggered
nationwide panie. On the other hand, Graf was eventually
taken to an isolatio n ward where by her own account she
received excellent care. Moreover, in the event of areal
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pandemie the department of health would almost certainly
have several days forewarning, giving it plenty of time to acti
vate its plans and ensure that local health service providers
were in a position to coordinate their responses. Having said
that, in the event of arerun of 1918 no one can predict how
the NHS will co pe which is why Davies hopes that the govern
ment's pandemic preparedness plans will never be aetivated in
ea rnest.

'We need to be honest about how difficult th ings are going
to be,' she acknowledges. 'Besides if I said no, everything's
going to be fine, the health service will manage, you wouldn 't
believe me .'


